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Abstract
We introduce a nonlocal game that captures and extends the notion of graph isomorphism. This
game can be won in the classical case if and only if the two input graphs are isomorphic. Thus,
by considering quantum strategies we are able to define the notion of quantum isomorphism. We
also consider the case of more general non-signalling strategies, and show that such a strategy
exists if and only if the graphs are fractionally isomorphic. We prove several necessary conditions
for quantum isomorphism, including cospectrality, and provide a construction for producing pairs
of non-isomorphic graphs that are quantum isomorphic.
We then show that both classical and quantum isomorphism can be reformulated as feasibility
programs over the completely positive and completely positive semidefinite cones respectively.
This leads us to considering relaxations of (quantum) isomorphism arrived at by relaxing the
cone to either the doubly nonnegative (DNN) or positive semidefinite (PSD) cones. We show that
DNN-isomorphism is equivalent to the previous defined notion of graph equivalence, a polynomial-
time decidable relation that is related to coherent algebras. We also show that PSD-isomorphism
implies several types of cospectrality, and that it is equivalent to cospectrality for connected
1-walk-regular graphs. Finally, we show that all of the above mentioned relations form a strict
hierarchy of weaker and weaker relations, with non-singalling/fractional isomorphism being the
weakest. The techniques used are an interesting mix of algebra, combinatorics, and quantum
information.
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1 Introduction
Given graphs G and H, an isomorphism from G to H is a bijection ϕ : V (G)→ V (H) such
that ϕ(g) is adjacent to ϕ(g′) if and only if g is adjacent to g′. When such an isomorphism
exists, we say that G and H are isomorphic and write G ∼= H. The notion of isomorphism
is central to a broad area of mathematical research encompassing algebraic and structural
graph theory, but also combinatorial optimization, parameterized complexity, and logic. The
graph isomorphism (GI) problem consists of deciding whether two graphs are isomorphic. It
is a question with fundamental practical interest due to the number of problems that can
be reduced to it. Additionally, the GI problem has a central role in theoretical computer
science as it is one of the few naturally defined problems in NP which is not known to be
polynomial-time solvable or NP-complete. While there is a deterministic quasipolynomial
algorithm for the GI problem [5], regardless of its worst case behavior, the problem can be
solved with reasonable efficiency in practice (e.g. see [17]). In relation to the context of this
paper, it is valuable to notice that the discussion around graph isomorphism has branched
into the analysis of many equivalence relations that form hierarchical structures. Prominent
instances are, for example, cospectrality, fractional isomorphism, etc. [4, 12, 26].
In this work we introduce the graph isomorphism game, which is played by non-
communicating players and allows us to capture and extend the notion of graph isomorphism.
We investigate three classes of strategies for this game: classical, quantum, and non-signalling.
In the classical case, players can win the (G,H)-isomorphism game with certainty if and only
if G ∼= H. This motivates the definition of graphs G and H being quantum, or non-signalling,
isomorphic if there exists a perfect quantum, resp. non-signalling, strategy for this game.
These two relations are denoted by G ∼=q H and G ∼=ns H respectively. We are able to
prove two algebraic characterizations of quantum isomorphism, one of which implies that
quantum isomorphic graphs are cospectral. We also show that non-signalling isomorphism is
equivalent to the previously studied linear relaxation of isomorphism known as fractional
isomorphism [22].
Another approach we take is to develop characterizations of isomorphism and quantum
isomorphism in terms of conic feasibility programs over the completely positive and completely
positive semidefinite cones respectively. This is similar to work done in [13, 24, 25], but
in our case the programs can be somewhat simplified due the highly structured form of
the isomorphism game. By relaxing to either the doubly nonnegative (DNN ) or positive
semidefinite (S+) cones, we are able to use this conic feasibility program to define DNN -
and S+-isomorphism, denoted ∼=DNN and ∼=S+ respectively. Interestingly, these semidefinite
relaxations of quantum isomorphism are still stronger than non-signalling isomorphism.
Therefore, for any graphs G and H we have that G ∼= H ⇒ G ∼=q H ⇒ G ∼=DNN H ⇒
G ∼=S+ H ⇒ G ∼=ns H. Moreover, we are able to show that none of these implications can
be reversed. In particular, we give a general method for constructing quantum isomorphic
graphs that are not isomorphic, based on binary linear systems that are not satisfiable but
are quantum satisfiable.
Interestingly, the notion of DNN -isomorphism turns out to be equivalent to a previously
studied relation in graph theory. This relation, known as graph equivalence, is defined in
terms of an isomorphism between a certain matrix algebra associated to each of the graphs.
To prove this equivalence, the main idea is to use the matrix in the conic feasibility program
definition of DNN -isomorphism as the Choi matrix of a linear map from the space of matrices
indexed by V (G) to the space of matrices indexed by V (H). Like fractional isomorphism,
there exists a polynomial time algorithm for deciding graph equivalence.
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We also prove a similar algebraic characterization for S+-isomorphism, but this appears
to be a new relation. However, we are able to prove that this relation is strictly stronger than
cospectrality. We also show that classical, quantum, DNN -, and S+-isomorphism can be
characterized in terms of whether the Lovász theta function, or an appropriate generalization,
achieves a particular value on a certain product graph. This is similar to the results of [24].
The full version of this work, including all of the proofs, is given in [3] and [16].
2 The Graph Isomorphism Game
Given graphs G and H, the (G,H)-isomorphism game is a nonlocal game whose inputs and
outputs are vertices of the graphs G and H. For a detailed explanation of general nonlocal
games see the full version of the paper [3]. The (G,H)-isomorphism game is played as follows:
A referee/verifier selects uniformly at random a pair of vertices xA, xB ∈ V (G) ∪ V (H)
and sends xA to Alice and xB to Bob respectively. The players respond with vertices
yA, yB ∈ V (G) ∪ V (H). Throughout, we assume that V (G) and V (H) are disjoint so that
players know which graph their vertex is from. As with any nonlocal game, Alice and Bob
may agree on a strategy for playing the game beforehand, but they are not allowed to
communicate after the game has commenced. In order to concisely state the conditions under
which Alice and Bob win the (G,H)-isomorphism game, we let rel(g, g′), for vertices g, g′ of
some graph G, denote the relationship of the vertices g and g′, i.e., whether they are equal,
adjacent, or distinct and non-adjacent.
The first winning condition is that each player must respond with a vertex from the graph
that the vertex they received was not from. In other words we require that:
xA ∈ V (G)⇔ yA ∈ V (H) and xB ∈ V (G)⇔ yB ∈ V (H) . (1)
If condition (1) is not met, the players lose. Assuming (1) holds we define gA to be the
unique vertex of G among xA and yA, and we define gB , hA, and hB similarly. In order to
win, the answers of the players must also satisfy the following condition:
rel(gA, gB) = rel(hA, hB) . (2)
In other words, if Alice and Bob are given the same vertex, then they must respond with the
same vertex. If they receive (non-)adjacent vertices, they must return (non-)adjacent vertices.
Also, assuming that Alice receives gA and Bob hB, Alice’s output hA must be related to
hB the same way Bob’s output gB is related to gA. Note that we do not explicitly require
that G and H have the same number of vertices. It is also worth pointing out that the
(G,H)-isomorphism game is equivalent to the (G,H)-isomorphism game, where G denotes
the complement of G, i.e., the graph obtained by switching edges and non-edges of G.
In general one may be interested in the best probability with which Alice and Bob can
win this game for some particular G and H. In this work however, we will only be interested
in whether or not they can win perfectly, i.e., with probability 1. Thus, from henceforth
when we say that Alice and Bob cam win the (G,H)-isomorphism game, we mean that they
can win with probability 1. Similarly, a winning or perfect strategy is one that allows them
to win with certainty.
Given any fixed strategy for the (G,H)-isomorphism game, we denote by p(yA, yB |xA, xB)
the joint conditional probability of Alice and Bob responding with yA and yB upon receiving
inputs xA and xB respectively. We call such a joint conditional probability distribution
a correlation. An easy but important observation is that a given strategy for the (G,H)-
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isomorphism game is perfect if and only if its corresponding correlation p satisfies
p(yA, yB |xA, xB) = 0, whenever conditions (1) or (2) fail. (3)
In this work we will focus on three classes of strategies/correlations for the isomorphism
game: classical, quantum, and non-signalling.
2.1 Classical strategies
A deterministic classical strategy for a nonlocal game is one in which Alice’s response is
determined by her input, and similarly for Bob. In a general classical strategy, the players
may use shared randomness to determine their responses. Once the value that their shared
randomness takes is fixed, Alice and Bob’s strategy becomes deterministic. This means that
the set of (perfect) classical correlations is equal to the convex hull of (perfect) classical
deterministic correlations.
Suppose that ϕ : V (G) → V (H) is an isomorphism of graphs G and H. Then we can
construct a perfect strategy for the (G,H)-isomorphism game as follows: if Alice receives
g ∈ V (G) as her input, then she responds with ϕ(g) as her output, and if she receives h ∈ V (H)
as her input, then she responds with ϕ−1(h) as her output. Bob behaves identically. It is
not hard to see that this allows Alice and Bob to win the game perfectly. It is not much
more difficult to prove the converse (see [3]), and thus we have the following:
I Theorem 1. For graphs G and H, the (G,H)-isomorphism game can be won perfectly
with a classical strategy if and only if G ∼= H.
3 Quantum Isomorphism
In a quantum strategy for the (G,H)-isomorphism game, Alice and Bob are allowed to share
and make joint measurements on an entangled state (see [3] for a detailed explanation of
shared states and measurements). As any classical post-processing of the outcomes that Alice
and Bob perform can be incorporated into the measurements themselves, we may assume
that both Alice and Bob have a measurement for each input (an element of V (G) ∪ V (H))
whose outcomes are indexed by their possible outputs (elements of V (G) ∪ V (H)). Upon
receiving input x, Alice performs her measurement corresponding to x and obtains some
outcome y, which she uses as her output, and Bob behaves similarly. Formally, for each
x ∈ V (G) ∪ V (H), Alice has a measurement Ex = {Exy ∈ CdA×dA : y ∈ V (G) ∪ V (H)}
where Exy  0 and
∑
y∈V (G)∪V (H)Exy = I, and similarly Bob has measurement Fx =
{Fxy ∈ CdB×dB : y ∈ V (G) ∪ V (H)}. They perform these measurements on their shared
state ψ ∈ CdA ⊗ CdB . Note that there are no restrictions on dA, dB ∈ N. The corresponding
correlation p for this strategy is given by p(y, y′|x, x′) = ψ† (Exy ⊗ Fx′y′)ψ. If there exists
such a strategy that allows Alice and Bob to win the (G,H)-isomorphism game perfectly,
then we say that G and H are quantum isomorphic and write G ∼=q H.
An important property of the isomorphism game is that if Alice and Bob are given the
same inputs, they must respond with the same outputs. Games with this property are
called synchronous, and the perfect quantum strategies for such games are known to have a
particular form [14, 23, 15, 8, 21]. Using this we are able to give the following reformulation
of quantum isomorphism, the full proof of which is given in [3]:
I Theorem 2. Let G and H be graphs. Then G ∼=q H if and only if there exists d ∈ N and
orthogonal projectors Egh ∈ Cd×d for g ∈ V (G) and h ∈ V (H) such that
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(i)
∑
h∈V (H)Egh = I, for all g ∈ V (G);
(ii)
∑
g∈V (G)Egh = I, for all h ∈ V (H);
(iii) EghEg′h′ = 0, if rel(g, g′) 6= rel(h, h′).
The projectors in the above theorem correspond to Alice’s (or Bob’s) measurement
operators in a perfect quantum strategy. One consequence of this is that any winning
quantum correlation p for the (G,H)-isomorphism game is input-output symmetric, i.e.,
p(y, y′|x, x′) = p(x, y′|y, x′) = p(y, x′|x, y′) = p(x, x′|y, y′) for all x, x′, y, y′ ∈ V (G)∪V (H).
Given a set of projectors as in the theorem above, one thing that we could do with them
is to make them elements of a block matrix with rows indexed by V (G) and columns indexed
by V (H). Investigating the properties of such a matrix leads to the following definition:
I Definition 3. A block matrix P with blocks of size d is called a projective permutation
matrix (of block size d) if it is unitary and all of its blocks are orthogonal projectors.
Note that a projective permutation matrix of block size one is a unitary matrix whose
entries square to themselves, i.e., a permutation matrix. The following lemma (see [3] for full
proof) shows that projective permutation matrices can be built out of projectors satisfying
the first two conditions of Theorem 2.
I Lemma 4. A block matrix P with blocks Eij for i, j ∈ [n] is a projective permutation
matrix if and only if the matrix Eij is a projector for all i, j ∈ [n] and
(i)
∑n
j=1Eij = I, for all i ∈ [n];
(ii)
∑n
i=1Eij = I, for all j ∈ [n].
We note that in the special case where all of the blocks Eij of a projective permutation
matrix are of rank one, then the unit vectors that the Eij project onto form a quantum Latin
square, a notion introduced in [18].
A useful reformulation of graph isomorphism can be stated in terms of the adjacency
matrices of the corresponding graphs. Given a graph G, the adjacency matrix of G, denoted
AG, is the symmetric 01-matrix whose gg′-entry is 1 if and only if g is adjacent to g′,
which we denote by g ∼ g′. Graphs G and H are isomorphic if and only if there exists
a permutation matrix P such that AGP = PAH , or equivalently PTAGP = AH . The
motivation for considering projective permutation matrices is that they play the role of
permutation matrices in an analogous formulation for quantum isomorphism. This is made
precise by the following theorem, whose proof is given in [3]:
I Theorem 5. For any two graphs G and H we have that G ∼=q H if and only if there exists
d ∈ N and a projective permutation matrix P of block size d such that
(AG ⊗ Id)P = P(AH ⊗ Id). (4)
Since projective permutation matrices are unitary, we can rewrite Equation (4) as
P†(AG⊗ Id)P = (AH ⊗ Id). Again, since P is unitary, this implies that AG⊗ Id and AH ⊗ Id,
and thus also AG and AH , have the same multiset of eigenvalues. Thus we have the following:
I Corollary 6. If G ∼=q H, then G and H are cospectral with cospectral complements.
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3.1 Separating Classical and Quantum Isomorphism
In order to construct graphs that are quantum isomorphic but not isomorphic, we introduce
a type of game investigated by Cleve and Mittal [9] known as binary constraint system (BCS)
games. We will show that, in the linear case, one can reduce the existence of a perfect
classical (quantum) strategy for a BCS game to the existence of a perfect classical (quantum)
strategy to a corresponding isomorphism game.
A linear binary constraint system (BCS) F consists of a family of binary variables
x1, . . . , xn and constraints C1, . . . , Cm, where each C` is a linear equation over F2 in some
subset of the variables. Thus C` takes the form
∑
xi∈S` xi = b` for some S` ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn}
and b` ∈ {0, 1}. We say that a BCS is satisfiable if there is an assignment of values from F2
to the variables xi such that every constraint C` is satisfied. Such an assignment is known as
a satisfying assignment.
An example of a linear BCS is the following:
x1 + x2 + x3 = 0 x1 + x4 + x7 = 0
x4 + x5 + x6 = 0 x2 + x5 + x8 = 0 (5)
x7 + x8 + x9 = 0 x3 + x6 + x9 = 1
where addition is over F2. Note that the BCS given above is not satisfiable. Indeed, every
variable appears in exactly two constraints and thus summing up all equations modulo 2 we
get 0 = 1.
To any linear BCS F we associate the following nonlocal game, which we call the BCS
game. In the BCS game, the verifier gives Alice a constraint C` and Bob a constraint Ck.
In order to win, they must each respond with an assignment of values to the variables in
their respective constraints such that those constraints are satisfied. Furthermore, for the
variables in S` ∩ Sk, Alice and Bob must agree on their assignment. Note that if they are
given the same constraint, these conditions imply that they must give the same response.
We note that in [9], Cleve and Mittal also define a nonlocal game for any linear BCS. This
game is very similar, though not identical to the above (Bob is only asked single variables in
the game of [9]). However, their results imply that in the quantum and classical cases, these
two games are equivalent.
As with the other nonlocal games we have considered in this work, it is not difficult to
see that Alice and Bob can win the BCS game classically with probability 1 if and only if
the corresponding BCS is satisfiable. This motivates the following definition.
I Definition 7. A linear BCS is called quantum satisfiable if there exists a perfect quantum
strategy for the corresponding BCS game.
To any linear BCS F with m constraints we associate the graph GF which is defined
as follows: For each constraint C`, and each assignment f : S` → F2 that satisfies C` we
include a vertex (`, f). Furthermore, we add an edge between two vertices (`, f) and (k, f ′)
if they are inconsistent, i.e., if there exists xi ∈ S` ∩ Sk such that f(xi) 6= f ′(xi). We remark
that this construction is related to the FGLSS reduction from [10], which is well known in
approximability literature.
Given any linear BCS F , we define the homogenization of F , denoted by F0, to be the
linear BCS obtained from F by changing the righthand sides of all of the constraints to 0.
Note that the homogenization of a linear BCS always has a solution, namely the all-zero
assignment. Also note that GF and GF0 have the same number of vertices.
Using these constructions, we are able to prove the following (see [3] for proof), where
α(G) denotes the independence number of the graph G:
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I Theorem 8. Let F be a linear BCS with m constraints. Then the following are equival-
ent:
(i) F is satisfiable;
(ii) The graphs GF and GF0 are isomorphic;
(iii) α(GF ) = m.
Using the notions of quantum independence number, denoted αq, and projective packings,
we can also prove the following quantum analog of the above (see [3]):
I Theorem 9. Let F be a linear BCS with m constraints. Then the following are equival-
ent:
(i) F is quantum satisfiable;
(ii) The graphs GF and GF0 are quantum isomorphic;
(iii) There exists a projective packing of GF of value m;
(iv) αq(GF ) = m.
Thus, to find a pair of graphs that are quantum isomorphic but not isomorphic, it suffices
to find a linear BCS that is quantum satisfiable but not satisfiable. One such example is
the one given in (5), which corresponds to the well-known Mermin-Peres magic square game.
The pair of graphs obtained from this BCS are shown in [3]. In fact, Arkhipov has shown
how to construct such a BCS from any non-planar graph [1].
We note here that the first separating example, which was found with the help of Albert
Atserias, was slightly different than the one presented above. It was a version of the celebrated
CFI construction, named after Cai, Fürer and Immerman [7]. The original CFI construction
was designed to produce pairs of non-isomorphic graphs that cannot be distinguished by
the d-dimensional Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm for any fixed d. The CFI construction was
reinterpreted by Atserias, Bulatov, and Dawar [2] to view it as an encoding of special systems
of linear equations over Z2, where each variable appears in precisely two equations. Our
first separating example was literally the CFI construction corresponding to a system of
linear equations as in [2], in which each variable appears in exactly two equations, and that
is classically unsatisfiable over Z2 but quantum satisfiable. The Mermin-Peres magic square
game gives rise to such a system of linear equations. The final construction which we described
above is a simplified version of this, in which several vertices have been merged together,
and several others have been removed, without changing the outcome. The final graphs have
a few dozens of vertices. As it turns out, this streamlined version of the construction is quite
similar to the FGLSS reduction from the theory of hardness of approximation [10], which
interpreted in this context is a reduction from the feasibility problem for arbitrary systems
of linear equations over Z2 to the graph isomorphism problem. As it turns out, the FGLSS
construction was also used in the context of the graph isomorphism problem in [19].
4 Non-signalling Isomorphism
An important property of any quantum strategy for the (G,H)-isomorphism game (or any
nonlocal game), is that it does not allow the players to communicate any information about
their inputs to one another. Formally, this corresponds to∑
yB
p(yA, yB |xA, xB) =
∑
yB
p(yA, yB |xA, x′B), for all xA, yA, xB , x′B , and∑
yA
p(yA, yB |xA, xB) =
∑
yA
p(yA, yB |x′A, xB), for all xB , yB , xA, x′A
(6)
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Any correlation which obeys this condition is known as non-signalling, and this is known
to be a strictly larger class than quantum correlations. Note that this is a condition on
correlations rather than strategies, and indeed there may not be any way to physically realize
a given non-signalling correlation. Still, there are good reasons for considering this class
of correlations. First, they are a linear relaxation of quantum correlations, and so they
often allow us to obtain useful bounds on what is possible with quantum strategies, which
are notoriously difficult to analyze. Second, they are interesting in their own right since
they represent the extreme class of correlations in two senses. In the physical sense, the
non-signalling condition can be thought of as encoding the notion that nothing, including
information, can travel faster than the speed of light. Thus if Alice and Bob are separated
by a great distance and must respond with their answers within a short window of time,
then their strategy must be non-signalling. From a mathematical perspective, non-signalling
correlations are the most general class of correlations it makes sense to consider for nonlocal
games since any larger class would, by definition, allow the parties to communicate to a
certain extent. This would essentially violate the definition of a nonlocal game which requires
that the parties cannot communicate.
Using the non-signalling condition and the winning conditions of the isomorphism game,
one can prove the following lemma (proof given in [3]):
I Lemma 10. Let p be a winning non-signalling correlation for the (G,H)-isomorphism game.
Then p(h, h|g, g) = p(g, h|h, g) = p(h, g|g, h) = p(g, g|h, h), for all g ∈ V (G), h ∈ V (H).
Note that for a winning correlation p for the (G,H)-isomorphism game, for g ∈ V (G) we
have that p(y, y′|g, x′) = 0 unless y ∈ V (H), and similarly with Alice and Bob or G and H
switched. This, along with the above lemma allows us to take any winning non-signalling
correlation for the (G,H)-isomorphism game and construct the following doubly stochastic
matrix: Dgh = p(h, h|g, g).
It turns out that this matrix has the interesting property that AGD = DAH . Whenever
such a doubly stochastic matrix exists, one says that G and H are fractionally isomorphic,
denoted G ∼=f H. Thus, non-signalling isomorphic graphs are always fractionally isomorphic.
To prove the converse of the above, we need a result of Ramana, Scheinerman, and
Ullman [22] which shows that fractional graph isomorphism is equivalent to deciding whether
the graphs have a common equitable partition. To explain this result we first need to
introduce some definitions.
Let C = {C1, . . . , Ck} be a partition of V (G) for some graph G. The partition C is called
equitable if there exist numbers cij for i, j ∈ [k] such that any vertex in Ci has exactly cij
neighbors in Cj . Note that cij and cji are not necessarily equal, but cij |Ci| = cji|Cj |. We
refer to the numbers cij as the partition numbers of an equitable partition C. A trivial
example of this is the partition where each part has size 1. Less trivially, if G is regular, the
partition with only one cell is equitable.
Equivalently, a partition C = {C1, . . . , Ck} is equitable if for any i ∈ [k], the subgraph
induced by the vertices in Ci is regular, and for any i 6= j ∈ [k] the subgraph with vertex set
Ci ∪ Cj and containing the edges between Ci and Cj is a semiregular bipartite graph.
We say that C and D have a common equitable partition if there exist equitable partitions
C = {C1, . . . , Ck} and D = {D1, . . . , Dk′} for G and H respectively, satisfying k = k′,
|Ci| = |Di| for all i ∈ [k], and lastly, cij = dij for all i, j ∈ [k]. As an example, if G and H
are both d-regular and have the same number of vertices, then the single cell partitions form
a common equitable partition, and thus, by Theorem 11, any such graphs are fractionally
isomorphic. This makes it seem like fractional isomorphism is a weak condition, but in fact it
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is known [6] that asymptotically almost surely no graphs are fractionally isomorphic to any
graphs that they are not isomorphic to. Since non-signalling/fractional isomorphism is the
coarsest relation we will consider in this work, the same holds for all the other relations we will
see. As mentioned above, common equitable partitions characterize fractional isomorphism.
I Theorem 11 ([22]). Two graphs are fractionally isomorphic if and only if they have a
common equitable partition.
Given a common equitable partition C = {C1, . . . , Ck} and D = {D1, . . . , Dk} for graphs
G and H respectively, one can construct a perfect non-signalling strategy for the (G,H)-
isomorphism game. The details are given in [3], but the idea is that if Alice is given g ∈ Ci
and Bob given g′ ∈ Cj and g and g′ are adjacent/non-adjacent/equal, then they respond
uniformly at random with h ∈ Di and h′ ∈ Dj that are adjacent/non-adjacent/equal. The
fact that the corresponding correlation is non-signalling follows from the fact that C and D
form a common equitable partition of G and H. Therefore, we have the following:
I Theorem 12. For any graphs G and H we have that G ∼=f H if and only if G ∼=ns H.
5 Conic Formulations
Given graphs G and H and a winning correlation p for the (G,H)-isomorphism game, define
the matrix Mp to be the matrix with rows and columns indexed by V (G)× V (H) to have
entries Mpgh,g′h′ = p(h, h′|g, g′).
Note that the matrix Mp does not contain all of the probabilities of p, only those
corresponding to inputs from V (G) and outputs from V (H). Thus, in general the matrix Mp
may not completely determine the correlation p. However, if p is input-output symmetric,
as in the case of classical or quantum correlations, then p is determined by the matrix
Mp. Also note that in the classical and quantum cases Alice and Bob are symmetric, i.e.,
p(y, y′|x, x′) = p(y′, y|x′, x) for all x, x′, y, y′ ∈ V (G) ∪ V (H), and thus Mp is symmetric.
Since p is a correlation, sums of certain entries of Mp must be 1. Furthermore, since p is
winning, certain entries of Mp must be 0. This motivates the following definition:
I Definition 13. Let G and H be graphs and K a matrix cone. We say that a matrix M
with rows and columns indexed by V (G)× V (H) is a K-isomorphism matrix for G to H if
M ∈ K and∑
h,h′∈V (H)
Mgh,g′h′ = 1 for all g, g′ ∈ V (G) (7)
∑
g,g′∈V (G)
Mgh,g′h′ = 1 for all h, h′ ∈ V (H) (8)
Mgh,g′h′ = 0 if rel(g, g′) 6= rel(h, h′). (9)
We will say that graphs G and H are K-isomorphic, and write G ∼=K H, whenever there
exists a K-isomorphism matrix for G to H.
Though we have defined them for any matrix cone K, we will mainly be interested in just
four cones in this work. The first cone is the positive semidefinite cone, denoted S+. Recall
that a matrix M is positive semidefinite if and only if it is the Gram matrix of a set of vectors
v1, . . . , vn, i.e.,Mij = vTi vj . We will also be interested in the doubly nonnegative cone, denoted
DNN , which consists of all positive semidefinite matrices that are also entrywise nonnegative.
The next cone we will consider is the recently introduced [13] completely positive semidefinite
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cone, denoted CS+, which will correspond to quantum correlations. A matrixM is completely
positive semidefinite if it is the Gram matrix of positive semidefinite matrices ρ1, . . . , ρn, i.e.,
Mij = 〈ρi, ρj〉 := Tr(ρ†iρj). Note that this inner product is equal to the usual inner product
if we think of the matrices ρi as vectors, and thus CS+ ⊆ S+. Moreover, Tr(AB) ≥ 0 for
any positive semidefinite matrices A and B, with equality if and only if AB = 0, and thus
CS+ ⊆ DNN . Lastly, the completely positive cone, denoted CP, will correspond to the
classical correlations. A matrix is completely positive if it is the Gram matrix of entrywise
nonnegative vectors v1, . . . , vn. Note that if Di is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries
equal to the entries of vi, then Di is positive semidefinite and vTi vj = Tr(DiDj). Therefore,
CP ⊆ CS+. Altogether we have that CP ⊆ CS+ ⊆ DNN ⊆ S+. Moreover, it is known that
these containments are all strict for square matrices of dimension at least 5. With the above
notions, we can prove the following (full proof given in [16]):
I Theorem 14. Suppose G and H are graphs and p is a correlation for the (G,H)-
isomorphism game. Then p is winning classical correlation if and only if p is input-output
symmetric and Mp is a CP-isomorphism matrix.
I Theorem 15. Suppose G and H are graphs and p is a correlation for the (G,H)-
isomorphism game. Then p is a winning quantum correlation if and only if p is input-output
symmetric and Mp is a CS+-isomorphism matrix.
The above motivates us to investigate the notions of DNN - and S+-isomorphism. In
order to do this, we need to define something we call an isomorphism map.
After submission of this work, a referee informed us that the graph isomorphism problem
has been formulated as a completely positive program previously in [11].
5.1 Isomorphism Maps
Given a K-isomorphism matrixM for G to H, the isomorphism map ΦM is a linear map from
the space of complex matrices indexed by V (G) to the space of complex matrices indexed by
V (H) defined as (ΦM (X))h,h′ =
∑
g,g′ Mgh,g′h′Xg,g′ .
For K ⊆ S+, this map has some remarkable properties. In particular, it is completely
positive, meaning that ΦM ⊗ id maps psd matrices to psd matrices, where id can be an
identity map of any size. This is not related to the completely positive cone, an unfortunate
ambiguity. The map ΦM is trace-preserving and unital, meaning that ΦM (I) = I. It also
preserves the sum of the entries of a matrix, and maps the all ones matrix J to itself. If
K ∈ DNN , then ΦM maps entrywise nonnegative matrices to entrywise nonnegative matrices.
These last three properties define a notion of being doubly stochastic purely in terms of linear
maps. The adjoint of an isomorphism map from G to H is an isomorphism map from H to
G. Lastly, one can show that ΦM (AG) = AH and Φ∗M (AH) = AG, where Φ∗M is the adjoint
of ΦM which will be an isomorphism map for H to G. Since the eigenvalues of a Hermitian
matrix X majorize those of a Hermitian matrix Y if and only if there exists a completely
positive, trace-preserving, unital map taking X to Y , this last property implies Lemma 16
below. None of these properties are difficult to show, and the details are given in [16].
I Lemma 16. If G and H are S+-isomorphic graphs, then they are cospectral.
The idea of isomorphism maps is borrowed from Ortiz and Paulsen who constructed
similar linear maps from winning correlations for the homomorphism game in [20]. These
isomorphism maps will allow us to give characterizations of DNN - and S+-isomorphisms in
terms of certain algebras associated to graphs. But first we must introduce these algebras.
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5.2 Coherent and Partially Coherent Algebras
A subspace of Cn×n which is also closed under matrix multiplication is an algebra. If A is a
subalgebra of Cn×n, then A is a coherent algebra if it contains the identity and the all ones
matrix, is closed under Schur (entrywise) product, and is closed under conjugate transpose,
i.e., is self-adjoint. The simplest example of a coherent algebra is span{I, J − I}. Of course,
Cn×n is itself a coherent algebra. Less trivially, if A is the adjacency matrix of any strongly
regular graph, then span{I, A, J − I −A} is a coherent algebra.
It follows from the fact that a coherent algebra A is closed under Schur product that it
must have an orthogonal (with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product) basis of 01
matrices A1, . . . , Ar. To each of the matrices Ai, we can associate a subset of V (G)× V (G),
namely the set of ordered pairs (g, g′) such that the gg′-entry of Ai is 1. This gives a partition
of the ordered pairs of vertices of G. One can reformulate the properties of being a coherent
algebra in terms of this partition, and a partition with these properties is known as a coherent
configuration. Conversely, any coherent configuration corresponds to some coherent algebra.
The parts in a coherent configuration are usually referred to as its classes.
Coherent algebras of graphs
It is not hard to see that the intersection of two coherent algebras is a coherent algebra. We
can therefore define the coherent algebra of a graph G, denoted AG, to be the intersection of
all coherent algebras containing its adjacency matrix AG, i.e., the smallest coherent algebra
containing AG. Equivalently, this is the set of all matrices that can be written as a finite
expression involving I, A, J , and the operations of addition, scalar multiplication, matrix
multiplication, Schur multiplication, and conjugate transpose.
An isomorphism between coherent algebras A and B is a bijective linear map φ : A → B
that preserves all operations of a coherent algebra, i.e.,
φ(M†) = φ(M)† for all M ∈ A;
φ(MN) = φ(M)φ(N) for all M,N ∈ A;
φ(M •N) = φ(M) • φ(N) for all M,N ∈ A.
As a consequence of the above, we must have that φ(I) = I and φ(J) = J . More generally,
if φ is an isomorphism of coherent algebras A and B, then φ maps the elements of the unique
01 basis of A to those of B in a manner that preserves how the basis elements relate to one
another (this is made precise in [16]).
I Definition 17. If G and H are two graphs with respective adjacency matrices AG and
AH and coherent algebras AG and AH , then we say that G and H are equivalent if there
exists an isomorphism φ from AG to AH such that φ(AG) = AH . We refer to the map φ as
an equivalence of G and H.
Note that the condition φ(AG) = AH completely determines the function φ on AG. In
Section 5.4, we show that two graphs are DNN -isomorphic if and only if they are equivalent.
5.3 Partially Coherent Algebras
Suppose that S is some subset of Cn×n. We say that an algebra A is an S-partially coherent
algebra if A contains the identity, is self-adjoint, contains the all ones matrix, and is closed
under Schur multiplication by any matrix in S.
As with coherent algebras, it is easy to see that the intersection of two S-partially coherent
algebras is an S-partially coherent algebra. Therefore, there is some minimal S-partially
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coherent algebra for any S. This will be equal to the set of matrices that can be expressed
using the elements of S ∪ {I, J} and a finite number of the operations of addition, scalar
multiplication, matrix multiplication, conjugate transposition, and Schur multiplication
where at least one of the factors is an element of S.
We define the partially coherent algebra of a graph G, denoted AˆG, to be the minimal
S-partially coherent algebra where S = {I, AG}. Note that this will also be S′-partially
coherent for S′ = {I, AG, AG} since AG = J − I −AG and J is the Schur identity.
I Definition 18. Let G and H be graphs with adjacency matrices AG and AH and partially
coherent algebras AˆG and AˆH respectively. We say that G and H are partially equivalent if
there exists a linear bijection φ : AˆG → AˆH such that
1. φ(M†) = φ(M)† for all M ∈ AˆG;
2. φ(MN) = φ(M)φ(N) for all M,N ∈ AˆG;
3. φ(I) = I, φ(AG) = AH , and φ(J) = J ;
4. φ(M •N) = φ(M) • φ(N) for all M ∈ {I, AG} and N ∈ AˆG.
We refer to φ as a partial equivalence of G and H.
5.4 Characterizations of DNN - and S+-Isomorphisms
Using the ideas from the previous sections we can now give our characterizations of DNN -
and S+-isomorphisms (full proof given in [16]):
I Theorem 19. Let G and H be graphs. Then G ∼=DNN H if and only if G and H are
equivalent. Also, G ∼=S+ H if and only if G and H are partially equivalent.
The proof of the above goes roughly as follows: If G ∼=DNN H, then there exists a
DNN -isomorphism matrix M and corresponding isomorphism map ΦM . When restricted to
the coherent algebra AG, the map ΦM is an equivalence of G and H. Conversely, suppose
φ is an equivalence of G and H, and let Π be the orthogonal projection of CV (G)×V (G) to
AG, then the Choi matrix of the map φ ◦Π is a DNN -isomorphism matrix for G to H. The
proof for S+-isomorphism is similar.
There is a well known algorithm, known as the Weisfeiler-Lehman algorithm, that
determines whether two graphs are equivalent. Thus DNN -isomorphism is polynomial time
decidable. We do not yet know the complexity of S+-isomorphism, but we suspect it is also
polynomial time decidable.
We can use the above characterizations of DNN - and S+-isomorphisms to prove the
following results for 1-walk-regular and distance regular graphs (proofs given in [16]):
I Theorem 20. Let G be a connected 1-walk-regular graph. If H is a graph, then G ∼=S+ H
if and only if H is a connected 1-walk-regular graph that is cospectral to G.
I Theorem 21. Let G be a distance regular graph. If H is a graph, then G ∼=DNN H if and
only if H is a distance regular graph that is cospectral to G.
I Lemma 22. If G ∼=DNN H, then G and H have the same radius and diameter.
6 Separations
In Section 3.1 we saw that isomorphism and quantum isomorphism are distinct relations. In
this section we show that the rest of relations we have defined are distinct from one another.
Here we give examples and brief explanations, but the full details are in [16].
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Quantum vs. DNN -Isomorphism. The 4× 4 rook’s graph and the Shrikhande graph are
cospectral distance regular graphs. Therefore, they are DNN -isomorphic by Theorem 21.
However, we show that their complements have different quantum chromatic numbers, a
parameter that is preserved by quantum isomorphism (see [3] for details).
DNN -Isomorphism vs. S+-Isomorphism. The 4-cube graph has the binary strings of
length 4 as its vertices, two being adjacent if they differ in exactly one bit. The Hoffman graph
is the unique cospectral mate of the 4-cube, and they are both connected and 1-walk-regular.
Therefore they are S+-isomorphic by Theorem 20. However, the 4-cube has radius 4 and the
Hoffman graph has radius 3, thus they are not DNN -isomorphic by Lemma 22.
S+-Isomorphism vs. Non-signalling Isomorphism. By Lemma 16, any pair of k-regular
graphs on n vertices for some n and k that are not cospectral will work for this. For example,
the 6-cycle and two disjoint 3-cycles will do.
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